Learning Bayesian network (BN) structures from data is a NP-hard problem due to the vastness of the solution space. To address this issue, hybrid approaches that integrate the constraint-based (CB) method and the score-and-search (SS) method have been developed in the literature, but when the constrained search space is fixed and inaccurate, it is very likely to lose the optimal solution, leading to low learning accuracy. Besides, due to the randomness and uncertainty of the search, it is difficult to preserve the superiority of the structures, resulting in low learning efficiency. Therefore, we propose a novel hybrid algorithm based on an improved evolutionary approach to explore BN structure with highest matching degree of data set in dynamic constrained search space. The proposed algorithm involves two phases, namely the CB phase and the SS phase. In the CB phase, the mutual information is utilized as the restriction to limit the search space, and a binding parameter is introduced to the novel encoding scheme so that the search space can be dynamically changed in the evolutionary process. In the SS phase, a new operator is developed to pass on the excellent genes from generation to generation, and an update principle for the binding parameter is exploited for the dynamic selection of the search space. We conduct the comparative experiments on the benchmark network data sets and provide performance and applicability analysis of our proposed method. The experimental results show that the new algorithm is effective in learning the BN structures.
Introduction
A Bayesian network (BN) is a probabilistic graphical model that depicts the uncertain relationships among random variables in the domain. This model is composed of two elements: a directed acyclic graph (DAG) and conditional probability tables (CPTs). The structure of a BN is defined as a DAG, where each node represents a variable and directed edges denote the conditional dependence relationships among nodes. And a CPT quantifies the degree of dependence between two connected variables. Because of the powerful reasoning ability and the visualized knowledge acquisition and representation, BNs have been widely applied in the fields of data mining and artificial intelligence [1, 2] .
Before using a BN to perform the inference for solving the real-world problems, the construction of the model structure needs to be completed first so that the & Jia Ren renjia@hainu.edu.cn Jingguo Dai djgolivia_edu@126.com 1 probabilistic relationships among variables can be found. Hence, structure learning lays the groundwork for BN studies. In recent years, learning the structure of a BN automatically from collected data has gradually displaced the way of constructing a BN manually by domain experts, because the latter is time-consuming and subjective [3] . However, finding the BN structure that best describes the dependencies among variables from data is proved to be NP-hard [4] . In the literature, many methods have been proposed to tackle with this structure learning problem, which are usually classified into three schemes with the varying model types.
The constraint-based (CB) method is one of the BN structure learning approaches, which usually makes use of the conditional independence (CI) tests [5, 6] to estimate a set of conditional independence relations among variables. The PC algorithm [7] is a typical example of this approach. The score-and-search (SS) method is another scheme of the BN structure learning approaches, which attempts to search for the optimal network that best fits the given data set in the space of all possible structures [8] [9] [10] . There are two important components in the SS method, including a scoring metric which is used to evaluate the quality of every candidate BN structure in terms of the given data set and a search strategy that is adopted to find the solution which has the best score by traversing the search space. Besides, according to the different demands for the structure learning problem, the solution space where the search can be conducted is divided into three categories. Most of the SS algorithms explore the DAG space, which contains the feasible DAGs [11] [12] [13] . And some other methods perform the search in the equivalence class space including only partially DAGs (PDAGs), where some edges are not directed [5, 14] . Two DAGs belong to the same equivalence class if they define the identical conditional independence relations. Another kind of search space is the variable ordering space, which contains all possible permutations of the variables [15] [16] [17] [18] . Since it is much smaller than the DAG space, researchers always consider the search of an optimal variable ordering as an effective way to turn the BN structure learning problem affordable based on the observation that the structure learning of BNs is not NP-hard if given the ordering [15] .
However, both two types of the BN structure learning approaches mentioned above have drawbacks. In the CB method, an exponential number of the dependency analysis computations are required, especially for the large-scale networks. And the results of CI tests are unreliable when the sample is small, leading to the inaccurate structures [6] . For the SS method, researchers always adopt heuristic techniques. But since the search space grows exponentially with the increasing number of variables, the convergence speed of the SS approaches tends to be slow. Thus, hybrid methods combining the above two approaches have emerged to overcome these limitations [19] [20] [21] [22] . In this type of methods, some CB approach is first used to reduce the search space, which always imposes the restrictions on the feasible solutions, such as the CI tests or the mutual information (MI), and in the subsequent SS stage, the final solution is found in the reduced space based on the defined scoring function.
In this paper, a hybrid algorithm based on an improved evolutionary approach is proposed for the task of BN structure estimation in dynamic constrained search space. In the first stage of the hybrid approach, to restrict the search space, we conduct the dependency analysis by employing the MI, and a new encoding scheme composed of three parts is designed, including a variable ordering, the corresponding upper triangular connectivity matrix, and a binding parameter which is used to complete the dynamic selection of the search space. In the second stage, considering the poor performance of conventional genetic operators, we present a new recombination procedure to inherit the excellent genes from the parental population. And a principle of updating the binding parameter is developed to modify the search space adaptively. A number of experiments on the various data sets of benchmark BNs have been conducted compared against different learning approaches. The empirical results demonstrate that the approach proposed in our paper works well in the BN structure learning problem, having remarkable performance in the convergence speed and the quality of the solution.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we give a brief introduction of BNs and present related structure learning problems of various methods utilizing evolutionary computation in the previous studies. Section 3 describes our new algorithm in detail. In Sect. 4, a comparison among the proposed algorithm and other structure learning methods is presented and the experimental results on the performance and applicability analysis of our new algorithm are reported. Finally, we draw the conclusions and discuss the potential extension for future work in Sect. 5.
Preliminaries

Bayesian networks
A BN is a multivariate statistical model based on probability and graph theory to capture the dependence relationships among a group of random variables X ¼ fX i g i¼1;2;...;n . The model of a BN consists of a graph structure G, and a set of distribution parameters h ¼ fh i g i¼1;2;...;n . G ¼ ðX; AÞ is a DAG with n nodes that denotes random variables X. A directed edge a ij 2 A in G directed from X i to X j describes the conditional dependence between these two variables, and X i is called a parent of X j . All parents of X j compose its parent set which is denoted by paðX j Þ. The parameter h i defines the conditional probability distribution pðX i j paðX i ÞÞ for the variable X i specifying the probability of each possible state of X i given each possible configuration of paðX i Þ, displayed in a CPT. A BN satisfies the Markov condition [6] , that is, every variable X i is independent of its nondescendants given its parents paðX i Þ. Therefore, the joint probability distribution of the domain variables can be factored as:
When we construct a BN for the real-life applications, two tasks need to be accomplished, including structure learning, which focuses on the identification of the topology of a BN, and parameter learning, which is the calculation of conditional probability based on a given BN structure. Thus, structure learning becomes the first issue before the estimation of the numerical parameters. However, due to the vast search space with respect to the increasing number of variables in a BN, it is knotty for the researchers to use exhaustive search through all possible structures. Besides, the computational complexity remains exponential with currently available exact algorithms, and such methods are ticklish for BNs with more than around 30 vertices given our actual computational capacity [23] . Hence, many greedy local search techniques and heuristic methods have received much attention in the literature [24] [25] [26] . Moreover, in order to improve the search efficiency of the heuristic methods for BN structure learning, structural restrictions codifying the information about the observed data are defined, leading to the emergence of hybrid approaches.
Bayesian network structure learning
When a hybrid algorithm is applied to the task of the BN structure estimation, the modeling process can be separated into two phases: the CB phase and the SS phase.
The CB phase
It is a challenging problem to find a BN structure accommodating the given data set, which best represents the causal dependencies between variables. In fact, Robinson has proved that the number of all possible BN structures with respect to n nodes in the DAG space can be calculated by the following equation [27] :
iþ1 n i 2 iðnÀiÞ f ðn À iÞ; n [ 0:
We can see that the number of possible BN structures has exponential growth with the increasing number of variables, making it intractable to learn the model directly and precisely in such enormous search space. Hence, when using the hybrid algorithms, many researchers impose some structural restrictions on the candidate BNs, including existence restrictions, absence restrictions and ordering restrictions [28] , at the beginning of the exploration in order to narrow down the search space. Existence and absence restrictions take into account the association relationships between variables, which, respectively, consider the existence and absence of arcs and/or edges. The CI test is treated as a typical way to make absence restrictions. Since the computation results of high-order CI tests may not be reliable [20] , many methods in the literature only use order-0 and order-1 CI tests to identify the possible conditional independence relations [6, 20] . Nevertheless, when performing CI tests, all possible separation sets may need to be examined to decide whether two variables are independent. It is obviously a difficult task for large-scale networks, even using low-order tests.
In other research works, researchers use the MI to establish existence restrictions [14, 19] . The MI value between two variables X and Y can be defined as follows:
where r and s are the number of possible states of X and Y, respectively. a i is the ith possible value of X, and b j is the jth possible value of Y. The MI between two variables is symmetric in nature, i.e., IðX; YÞ ¼ IðY; XÞ. It can be seen that if X is completely unrelated to Y, IðX; YÞ ¼ 0, and the higher value of the MI indicates the stronger relationship between two variables. However, it is difficult to determine whether there is an edge between two nodes by simply using Eq. 3 to evaluate the MI. Thus, Li et al. [14] and Chen et al. [19] both introduced the constraint given by Eq. 4 to identify the relationship between a pair of variables more explicitly, which is composed of two conditions. If any of the conditions is satisfied, it is assumed that there is a strong dependence between the two variables, so an edge connecting these two nodes should be established.
IðX; YÞ ! a MI Á MMIðXÞ or IðY; XÞ ! a MI Á MMIðYÞ
where MMIðXÞ and MMIðYÞ denote the maximum MI (MMI) for node X and Y, respectively, and 0 a MI 1 is a binding parameter. We can see from the above expression that to limit the search space, a MI plays an important role in obtaining the number of connections which must be included in the candidate structures for the subsequent search phase. In the previous works, the value of the binding parameter was predefined; for example, it was set at 0.9 in [19] . It is noteworthy that if improper value of a MI is adopted, there exists a great possibility that the reduced search space cannot contain the optimal structure due to the permanent residence of some wrong edges or the permanent loss of crucial connections in the fixed search space depending on the predefined value of a MI . Besides the previous two types of restrictions, another possibility is to use ordering restrictions. When given a node ordering, the feasible networks in the search space must satisfy the constraint that the possible parents of each node X i ði ¼ 1; 2; . . .; nÞ in G should be chosen from those nodes preceding X i . It is easy to see that the predefined variable ordering can narrow down the size of the search space. In fact, taking the encoding scheme of a genetic algorithm (GA) as an example, the cardinality of the search space equals 2 n 2 under the ordering assumption, while in the general case, it is 2 n 2 using an adjacent matrix. K2 algorithm [29] is a well-known heuristic method of learning BN structures using a node ordering as input. However, obtaining an appropriate permutation of nodes requires a large amount of priori information that may be hard to acquire in many practical applications. So some concerns have been raised regarding the searches in the ordering space [15, 30] . And the experimental results in [15] showed that the ordering-based search could find a better scoring network, compared with the structure-based search, when there were a large number of variables.
The SS phase
In this paper, considering that a GA, which is one type of the evolutionary approaches, has been regarded as an important heuristic technique due to the reliable global search capability [31, 32] , we exploit an improved GA so as to search for an appropriate BN structure that accommodates the given data set in the DAG space.
In the existing GA-based BN structure learning algorithms, to encode every candidate structure with n nodes in the search space, researchers often resort to an adjacent matrix A ¼ ða ij Þ nÂn , where
We can see that the adjacent matrix A is an n-dimensional Boolean matrix. Larrañaga et al. [24] rewrote the above matrix in Eq. 6 as an individual: 
However, the possibility of obtaining a DAG is not high when an arbitrary adjacent matrix is employed to act as an individual, as shown in Table 1 , where FðnÞ ¼ 2 nÂn is the number of all possible n-dimensional Boolean matrices, f(n) is defined in Eq. 2 and pðnÞ ¼ f ðnÞ=FðnÞ denotes the proportion of randomly generated adjacent matrices without any cycles. It can be seen from Table 1 that the proportion of randomly generated adjacent matrices which satisfy the acyclicity feature decreases significantly with the growth of the number of nodes. Thus, a repair operator which makes the illegal graph acyclic has to be carried out, leading to high time complexity. Then, many researchers tend to avoid generating illegal networks with the help of the node ordering [8, 12, 15] . The second column in Table 1 presents the number of structures ff ðnÞ with different numbers of nodes given the predefined node ordering. Compared against f(n), it is obvious that the search space with the given ordering is much smaller than the DAG space.
As for the genetic operators that are utilized during the evolutionary process to produce the offspring, Santos et al. developed the random multi-point crossover operator (RMX) [16] and the distance-based mutation operator (DMO) [17] to explore the influence of a single operator on the search for suitable node orderings of BNs. Nevertheless, when a GA searches for the optimal BN structure during the evolutionary process, the crossover operator acting a significant part in the convergence speed is probably ineffective. In other words, since the newly generated BN structure may be markedly different from its parents after implementing the crossover, it is likely that the offspring cannot inherit the positive qualities from the parental population. Thus, in the hybrid evolutionary algorithm (HEA) proposed by Wong et al. [11] , a novel operator called merge was introduced. It attempted to modify the structure with the parts of another one to increase the scores of the offspring, replacing the [13] also designed new recombination operator to increase the possibility that the merits of the parental population can be passed on to the offspring. When the search process is carried out, it is essential for such an optimization problem to define a scoring function that estimates the goodness of each candidate structure in regard to the given data set. In the light of different theoretical foundations, there are varying metrics used in the literature [11, 14, 15] . And considering that the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) is based on the penalized maximum likelihood approach [3] , we employ this type of scoring metric derived from information theory in our work. The formula for the BIC metric is given by the following expression:
where n is the number of nodes, q i defines the count of the possible configurations for paðX i Þ, r i is the number of the states for X i and m ijk corresponds to the sample count of the kth possible value of X i given the jth possible configuration of paðX i Þ. Besides, m ijÃ ¼ P r i k¼1 m ijk , m is the total sample count.
The BIC score consists of two parts: the log-likelihood calculating the matching degree of the candidate model with the samples and a penalty relevant to the dimension of the model itself as well as the size of the data set. Note that the BIC metric makes a trade-off between the accuracy and the complexity of the model; thus, it searches for a simple BN structure that best fits the observed data. Moreover, as a feature common to other metrics, the BIC score is node decomposable [3] and can be rewritten as follows:
where
In Eq. 10, score BIC ðiÞ is defined as the family BIC score of X i . Besides, a union of one node X i and its parent set paðX i Þ forms a substructure of a BN, and a network can accordingly be viewed as an aggregation of paðX i Þði ¼ 1; 2; . . .; nÞ.
Therefore, we only need to compute the combination of the scores for smaller factors like a single node whose parent set has a variance when the new individuals have been generated. On the other hand, the BIC metric as well as its first part encoding the log-likelihood is score equivalent [33] , i.e., the structures in the same equivalence class are assigned the same score. It can cause the structure identification problem. And the merge operator designed in [11] was able to avoid the search spending much time on the BN structures in the same equivalence class.
The main focus of our algorithm is to obtain a BN structure that fits the given data set by using the effective genetic operators in dynamic constrained search space. More precisely, on the one hand, to restrict the search space, we exploit the MI to design a flexible constraint which is able to dynamically change during the evolutionary process by using an innovative updating principle. On the other hand, allowing for the risk of the disruption of the excellent substructures when the offspring are produced and the interference from the BN structures in the same equivalence class, we take advantage of the decomposability of the BIC metric to substitute a novel recombination operator for the conventional crossover.
Method
In this section, a hybrid approach using an improved GA is presented to deal with the BN structure learning problem. The learning ability of the proposed method can be enhanced with the help of several strategies. First, a novel encoding scheme is designed which can support the effective representation of candidate BN structures. Second, the knowledge of dependencies among the variables from the calculations of the MI is introduced during the evolutionary process to adaptively modify the search space. Third, a new recombination operator based on the BIC metric is provided so that the superior genes are able to be inherited to the offspring. Since the MI is employed in an improved GA for structure learning of BNs, the proposed approach in our paper is called MIIGA.
Representation and notation
To represent candidate BN structures, the following two elements have been taken into account in MIIGA. On the one hand, the conventional coding scheme where the BN structure is codified by an adjacent matrix has the limitation that newly generated networks may not satisfy the acyclic property, and considering that the node ordering assumes that parent nodes should appear before the children, thus the new representation of BN structures encodes the node ordering in the individuals to guarantee the valid networks. On the other hand, in order to limit the search space, the information provided by Eq. 4 is used in MIIGA, and recalling that an improper value of a MI in Eq. 4 tends to obtain an unsatisfactory structure in the search phase, we attempt to change the binding parameter a MI adaptively in the evolutionary process, instead of predefining its value. Therefore, we propose a new encoding scheme in which each chromosome consists of three parts, including: (1) the permutation of variables 0, where if X i 2 paðX j Þ then node X i 0 node X j , (2) a string generated by flattening the upper triangular adjacent matrix which described the connections among the nodes consistent with the given ordering, and (3) the binding parameter a MI which is supposed to be evolved as well during the evolutionary process. The detailed design is given as follows:
where there are n nodes in the network, i k denotes the kth node in the ordering, a jk describes whether there is an edge directed from jth node to kth node based on the ordering which is defined in the first part of the chromosome, when it is true, a jk ¼ 1; otherwise, a jk ¼ 0, and a MI is the binding parameter raised in Eq. 4. An illustration is given in Fig. 1 .
Since the node ordering is used to interpret the candidate structures, the genetic operators in the proposed method are closed operators [24] . Besides, unlike the fixed value of a MI in other related works, the last locus in the chromosome treated as a identifier for a MI is constantly changed in the closed interval 0; 1 ½ , leading to the variation of the number of connections that should be involved in the candidate networks. Note that as the evolutionary search proceeds, individuals owning an improper value of a MI will ultimately be eliminated. In fact, according to the previous analysis of the importance of a MI , when its value is too large or too small, the BIC score of the BN structure will be low due to the absence of some crucial edges or the presence of many wrong connections. Then there is a greater chance that this individual will be eliminated because of its inferior fitness. Consequently, the individuals having more appropriate value of a MI are able to survive for the further evolution.
The algorithm
The initialization
At the beginning of the proposed algorithm, an initial population needs to be defined. Note that if the initial population gains good performance to get closer to the optimal solution, it is very likely to take less time to find an appropriate network that accommodates the given data set. So in the initialization procedure, we adopt MI to recover useful information from the data set. More specifically, starting with an empty graph, as for each individual in the initial population, the node ordering is determined by the MMI. Recalling that the MI is symmetric, when there is the MMI between node X i ði ¼ 1; 2; . . .; nÞ and another node, an undirected edge connecting these two nodes is added to the current graph, and the directions of these edges are given randomly. After obtaining the ordering, the search space is preliminarily reduced. Then the value of the binding parameter a MI is stochastically initialized. Based on the matrix Info which stores the MI values among variables, some connections are established in the existing network if they satisfy the constraint in Eq. 4, so the search space is further narrowed down corresponding to the value of a MI . The initial individual is chosen from this reduced search space.
To select individuals for the reproduction of the offspring in the evolutionary process, the relative merits for different network structures are evaluated by means of the BIC metric in MIIGA. Besides the node-decomposable property, in this paper, we further decompose the BIC family score of each node into two parts. One is the loglikelihood function estimating how well the substructure of node X i fits the given data set. Another part is the penalization function that encodes the complexity of the substructure. These two items of node X i are stored, respectively, in the matrices ðllS i Þ mÂn and ðdpS i Þ mÂn during the evolutionary process, where m is the size of the population and n is the number of variables. The decomposition form of Eq. 10 is defined as follows:
where In Eq. 13, llS i is a minus, and dpS i in Eq. 14 is nonnegative. According to the features of the above two items, we adopt different parts of the BIC family score in the following subsections to find the highest scoring network by traversing the varying search space.
Priority-recombination operator
In view of the poor performance of the conventional crossover in exchanging information among the population members, we introduce a novel operator called priority recombination (PR) in our proposed algorithm, in order to make the offspring successfully inherit the positive features from the parental population without the disruption of the superior substructures obtained so far in the evolutionary process. And considering that the log-likelihood function which is the first part of the BIC metric measures the degree of matching between BN structure and the data set, ðllS i Þ mÂn is adopted in the PR operator. According to Eq. 13, the greater llS i means the higher match degree between the substructure of X i and the data. Hence, we make use of this feature to find better offspring. Moreover, though the log-likelihood function is score equivalent, leading to a difficult identification problem for BN structures in the same equivalence class, the PR operator can handle it well by producing the offspring having different log-likelihood function values from those of the parental structures.
In the PR operator, two individuals are taken as input, i.e., a parental network old indiv and a BN structure randomly selected from the previous generation, which is denoted as former indiv. Recalling that the BIC metric is node decomposable and the BN structure is a combination of paðX i Þði ¼ 1; 2; . . .; nÞ, we attempt to create a better network which contains good substructures of both two inputs. That is, a new individual new indiv can be generated by selecting the parent set new paðX i Þ from old paðX i Þ which denotes the parent set of the node X i in the old indiv and former paðX i Þ which is defined as the parent set of the node X i in the former indiv, so that the sum of the llS i for the new indiv ð P n i¼1 new llSðX i ÞÞ is greater than the sum of the llS i for the former indiv ð P n i¼1 former llSðX i ÞÞ as well as the sum of the llS i for the old indiv ( P n i¼1 old llS ðX i Þ). The pseudocode for the PR operator is displayed in Algorithm 1.
At the beginning of the operator, the computations of Eq. 15 are executed:
And a node set D ¼ fX j g, j 2 f1; 2; . . .; ng is produced by sorting diff llSðX i Þ in descending order. Since the positive value of diff llSðX i Þ supposes that former paðX i Þ is better than old paðX i Þ, the replacement of old paðX i Þ with former paðX i Þ is taken into consideration when diff llSðX i Þ [ 0. Starting from the first node X j in the set D, the PR operator invokes the subprogram getpaset to obtain a subset of nodes mid paset and a modified node ordering node order. Thus, old pa ðX j Þ is replaced by former paðX j Þ for every node X j 2 mid paset, and node order is updated to guarantee the validity of the ordering, i.e., each node in former paðX j Þ should precede the node X j after substituting former paðX j Þ for old paðX j Þ in old indiv. The pseudocode for the procedure getpaset is presented in Algorithm 2.
The subprogram getpaset is a recursive procedure. The input mid paset begins with an empty set, and node order is initialized by the ordering of old indiv. The node X j is at first added to the set mid paset. Then, every node X j 00 2
former paðX j Þ is checked whether it is positioned behind X j in node order. If it is true, the procedure has to modify node order by shifting X j 00 in front of X j and recursively invoke itself for the node X j 00 . Consequently, the elements in mid paset are the nodes whose parent set needs to be displaced.
In our implementation, we randomly select half of the population to conduct the PR operator. When a better network structure is produced, it is regarded as the offspring. Otherwise, the parental network old indiv which fails to give a better network is put back in the current population and performs the following operations.
Updating principle of the binding parameter
Allowing for the new encoding scheme proposed in Sect. 3.1, there is a significant locus in the chromosome, i.e., the binding parameter a MI , which needs to be adaptively changed during the evolutionary process to implement the dynamic selection of the search space. In our algorithm, for the unselected individuals and the selected ones which are unable to produce the better networks in the PR operator, the value of a MI should be updated. We store the edges that satisfy Eq. 4 in the matrix Infomat. It can be seen that if the value of a MI is high, the size of Infomat is small. While if that value is too low, the worst case is that Infomat contains all possible connections. In MIIGA, we use ðdpS i Þ mÂn to renovate a MI . Recalling that the more complex substructure of X i gains the higher dpS i , we provide an updating principle based on best dpS which is the sum of dpS i of the best individual obtained so far in the evolutionary process, presented as follows: 
Equation 16 describes the strategy used to adjust a MI of an individual by comparing against the current optimal network. Specifically, if the sum P n i¼1 dpS i for one network is less than best dpS, we consider that the complexity of this structure is lower than that of the best network, so in order to increase the number of connections, the value of a MI is supposed to be smaller; then we give a MI a decrement by Da. Otherwise, it is assumed that the sum P n i¼1 dpS i for the candidate individual is bigger than best dpS, a MI should be assigned an increment by Da because the number of connections in the structure has to be reduced. But if P n i¼1 dpS i equals best dpS, there is no need to change the value of a MI . Therefore, the search space has been refined by altering the binding parameter a MI . The next step is to complete the mutation for the networks in the modified search space.
Information-driven mutation operator
In our algorithm, considering the randomness of the conventional mutation, we provide an operator called information-driven mutation (IDM) to produce the offspring. There are two steps in the operator. In the beginning, one of the mutation types, including the addition, deletion and reverse of a directed edge, is randomly chosen, and then, the BIC score and the MI which have been stored before are used to implement the mutation. Briefly, when the IDM decides to execute the deletion or reverse in the network, an existing directed edge will be selected with larger probability if its deletion or reverse leads to a higher scoring structure. And when the IDM decides to add an edge to the network, the connection with larger MI value will be first considered.
Structure learning phases of MIIGA
The algorithm of MIIGA is shown in Algorithm 3. It consists of 2 phases, including 7 steps:
The CB phase:
Step 1 Calculation of the MI and preprocessing the results; 2. The SS phase:
Step 2 Initialization;
Step 3 Evaluation of the fitness;
Step 4 Tournament selection;
Step 5 Implementation of the PR operator;
Step 6 Binding parameter a MI update;
Step 7 Information-driven mutation.
Time complexity analysis
In this section, we analyze our algorithm in a worst-case scenario for time complexity. As the proposed method contains 7 steps, we discuss the time complexity for each phase. Assume that the population size is m, the maximum number of generations is g. Let N and n be the number of data samples and number of variables, respectively. Let r be the maximum number of possible states for any variable. 
Experimental results and discussion
In this section, to study the performance of the proposed algorithm, we select four benchmarks of BNs including the ASIA, CAR_DIAGNOSIS2, Alarm and Child5 networks to conduct the experimental evaluation. Comparative studies are also performed with the following existing methods: conventional genetic algorithm (CGA) [24] , dual genetic algorithm (DGA) [12] , Bayesian Network PowerConstructor (BNPC) [34] , K2 greedy algorithm [29] , BN construction algorithm using particle swarm optimization (BNC-PSO) [10] , improved K2 algorithm via Markov blanket (IK2vMB) [18] and Max-Min Hill Climbing (MMHC) [22] . Besides, the performance analysis is also presented through computer simulations to demonstrate the validity of the proposed method. Finally, we design a set of experiments aimed at testing the applicability of the algorithms presented in this paper.
Experimental setup
To assess the performance of the methodology, we carry out the experiments on six different synthetic data sets, which are generated from four well-known BNs. The ASIA network [35] is a small BN that consists of eight nodes and eight edges. The network represents a fictitious medical example of whether a patient has tuberculosis, lung cancer or bronchitis, related to the chest clinic. All random variables are discrete and each can take two discrete states, as shown in Fig. 2 . A database of 1000 cases is utilized to train the BN. CAR_DIAGN-OSIS2 (Brent Boerlage, http:// www.norsys.com) is a network of moderate size used for diagnosing why a car does not move based on spark plugs, headlights, main fuse, among others. It contains 18 discrete nodes and 20 edges. The random variables can take two or three states. Figure 3 shows the structure of the CAR_DI-AGNO-SIS2 network depicted by Netica from which three data sets of different sizes are collected, including 500, 1000 and 2000 sample cases, respectively. The Alarm network [22] presented in Fig. 4 is a medical diagnostic system for patient monitoring, which contains 37 nodes and 46 edges. The maximum number of possible states for any variable in Alarm is four. Another BN is Child5 [22] . It is a relatively large network containing 100 nodes and 126 edges. The variables in Child5 take a varying number of states from 2 to 6. Data sets sampled from the latter two BNs were released by the authors in [22] , and we select 5000 cases to perform the task of structure recovery for both two BNs. Table 2 provides the general information about the data sets used in our experiments. The experimental platform used in our paper is a personal computer with Intel Core i5-5300U, 2.30 GHz, 32-bit architecture, 4 GB RAM memory and under Windows 7. The programs are all compiled using the Matlab software release R2014a. In order to prevent the exponential growth in the number of possible configurations of the parent sets with the number of parents, the maximum number of parents of each node is limited to five for simplicity. Additionally, the same BIC metric is employed in CGA, DGA and BNC-PSO to evaluate the fitness of the candidate BN structures, so that it is convenient to compare their performance with that of MIIGA.
Allowing for the stochastic nature of GA, PSO and MMHC, it is necessary to execute more than one run to verify the final solution in the simulations. Thus, for MIIGA, CGA, DGA, BNC-PSO and MMHC, we run 30 times for each testing instance and average the results. While BNPC is a deterministic algorithm using dependency analysis approach, we only execute once for each data set. And since the relevant program provided by Causal Explorer (http://www.dsl-lab.org) can only obtain a PDAG as structure learning result, we give a random direction for those undirected edges. Meanwhile, K2 algorithm obtains the same output even for repeated runs due to the deterministic property with the same node ordering. Therefore, in all experiments, to ensure a fair comparison, the node ordering used as input in K2 algorithm is given stochastically without the prior information, and we execute this approach 30 times with different orderings. Furthermore, since IK2vMB employs a maximum weight spanning tree (MWST) to establish the initial search graph, which needs to assign the root node first, we still conduct the related experiments 30 times with different root nodes. 
Comparison among MIIGA and other algorithms
In the following, we compare the proposed algorithm MIIGA with the other seven different existing methods, i.e., CGA, DGA, BNPC, K2, BNC-PSO, IK2vMB and MMHC, based on all of the data sets. The final experimental parameters are confirmed by large numbers of experiments. Both GA-based algorithms and PSO-based approach, including MIIGA, CGA, DGA and BNC-PSO, use the same population size and the same maximum number of generations, which are 100 and 500, respectively. For MIIGA, the tournament size is 2 in a tournament selection. In particular, we set Da to be 0.02 in Eq. 16 for updating the value of the binding parameter a MI . For CGA, the crossover rate is 0.5, and the mutation rate is 0.1. And for DGA, the crossover rate is 0.65, and the mutation rate is 0.05. Besides, the parameter values of BNC-PSO are the same as those used in [10] .
To examine the effectiveness and efficiency of these eight algorithms, we adopt the following four measures: In Tables 3 and 4 , there are the experimental results of the comparison among the proposed method and the other seven different algorithms in four measures. Notice that structure estimation of BNs from data using exact algorithms is a computational hard task with more than around 30 variables, Table 4 provides the summary of the structure learning results carried out on the Alarm and Child5 networks, which are much larger than the two benchmarks of BNs used in Table 3 , to further evaluate the validity of the proposed algorithm. It is noteworthy that except BNPC which only obtains the SHD, the other seven approaches have been executed 30 times for each data set, so the figures in the table are the averages of 30 trials, but for K2, IK2vMB and MMHC, only the average of the BIC scores and the SHD have been recorded because these three methods deal with BN structure learning problem without using population-based approach, and thus, AGB is not available and ART is neither comparable. Moreover, numbers in parentheses below the name of data sets are the BIC scores of the original networks used as reference and the standard deviations over 30 executions are the numbers in parentheses presented under the figures in Tables 3 and Fig. 4 The Alarm network 4. Comparing with BNPC, K2 and IK2vMB, MIIGA shows almost better results in learning BN structures according to the AHD statistics. However, when reconstructing the Child5 network, IK2vMB performs better than the proposed algorithm in terms of both BIC score and structural difference. As for MMHC, we can clearly observe from the AHD that its simulation results come closest to those of MIIGA for all data sets, and MIIGA performs slightly better than MMHC in structure recovery.
In Fig. 5 , considering that the figures of the experimental results for the Child5 network are much larger than those of other BNs, which are reported in Table 4 , so to make the comparison easily, three figures are plotted for clarity to show the comparison of three of the measures defined above, i.e., AHD, AGB and ART, among four algorithms including MIIGA, CGA, DGA and BNC-PSO for five different data sets except for the Child5-5000, using the error bars where the confidence level is set to be 95%. In the figures, CAR_DIAGNOSIS is abbreviated to CAR for the convenience.
Note that the smaller value of AHD implies that the estimated BN structure is more similar to the original network, it can be seen from Fig. 5a and b that for all experimental data sets, MIIGA spends fewer generations to find better structures which are closer to the original networks in terms of the number of generations that are taken to find best-so-far solution (AGB) and structural difference (AHD), compared with other three methods. Besides, we observe in Fig. 5c that MIIGA takes the least time to finish the execution among all comparative methods on first four data sets except for the Alarm-5000 under the same termination condition (ART) even though the proposed algorithm needs to use part of the running time to initialize the population by employing the MI, rather than the random initialization like other methods. Therefore, in view of the AHD and AGB statistics, we can draw the conclusion that MIIGA has better performance in learning the BN structures over its competitors.
Different from CGA and BNC-PSO which both use an adjacent matrix to represent an individual, MIIGA adopts a node ordering and the corresponding upper triangular matrix in the encoding scheme. Thus, during the evolutionary process, there is no need to implement the repairing operator since the genetic operators are closed, while CGA and BNC-PSO have to spend a significant part of the total execution time in transforming the illegal offspring into DAGs. Besides, the PR operator takes two existing individuals as input to generate a better network that inherits the superior substructures from the parental individuals, so we can directly reuse the previous computational results of the BIC scores to save time. Therefore, in terms of the ART statistics, MIIGA performs better than CGA and BNC-PSO with relatively small networks. But when we compare the larger BNs like the Alarm and Childs networks in Table 4 , taking into account that MIIGA needs to alter the value of the binding parameter based on the update principle provided in Sect. 3.2.3 to refine the search space as the evolutionary search proceeds, it is time-consuming with the increasing number of nodes. So MIIGA costs more time than other methods to finish the simulation using the Alarm-5000 and Child5-5000 data sets.
Both DGA and MIIGA use the node ordering as the restriction which is a strong constraint to reduce the search space. When an inappropriate permutation of variables is given, it is very likely that some fundamental edges will be deleted. But MIIGA is able to dynamically change the search space by updating the binding parameter a MI in the evolutionary process. Moreover, recalling that the loglikelihood function is score equivalent, it is inefficient for a GA to consume much time in searching for the networks that belong to the same equivalence class. Unlike DGA, MIIGA introduces the PR operator to replace the conventional crossover, which can produce the offspring having different log-likelihood function values from those of the parental population. According to the above two virtues, the PR operator is able to explore more BN structures in different equivalence classes and in varying search space, making MIIGA more likely to find better solutions. Consequently, comparing the count of the structural difference (AHD) and the BIC scores (ABB), we observe that MIIGA shows better performance than DGA. As shown in Figs. 6 and 7, we compare four algorithms including MIIGA, CGA, DGA and BNC-PSO more intuitively for the three different data sets of the CAR_DI-AGNOSIS2 network and the Alarm-5000 data set, respectively. For each method, we evaluate the BIC score of the best-so-far structure averaged over 30 executions as the generations proceed. In all figures, the solid lines present the results of MIIGA, the short-dashed lines record the learning results of CGA, the long-dashed lines represent the results of DGA, and the dash-and-dot lines show the results of BNC-PSO. It can be seen that apart from the CAR_DIAGNOSIS2-500 data set, MIIGA initially outperforms the other three methods and continues to find the network having the highest BIC score among all four approaches for the same number of generations until the termination. Moreover, we can see that MIIGA has an obvious advantage in the convergence speed and simultaneously always converges to a better structure in terms of the higher BIC score with the larger data sets.
Comparing these four algorithms, we believe that the excellent performance of the proposed method could be attributed both to the dynamic selection of the reduced search space and to the introduction of the PR operator. For CGA, DGA and BNC-PSO, randomly selected initial population is used at the beginning of the evolution. Because the random synthetic networks cannot reflect the knowledge of the given data set, it is hard to ensure the rapid convergence to the optimal solution, while for MIIGA, it takes advantage of the MI to filter the useless structures when implementing the initialization, making the initial population closer to the optimal structure. In the evolutionary process, the search space is adaptively changed by updating the binding parameter, and thus, the proposed method is less likely to get trapped in a local optimum. Furthermore, instead of stochastically exchanging some part of the parental individuals like the other three methods, the PR operator in MIIGA identifies the excellent substructures and passes on them to the offspring, resulting in the better quality of the individuals for the subsequent generation.
Performance analysis of MIIGA
To further study the performance of MIIGA, we conduct the following experiments focusing on the factors that affect the efficiency and the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. On one hand, we want to investigate the contributions of the MI and the PR operator. On the other hand, we desire to validate the effect of the binding parameter a MI . All experiments are carried out on the CAR_DIAGNOSIS2-2000 data set and the results are the averages of 30 trials. The default settings we assume in the simulations are: the population size is 100, the maximum number of generations is 500, and the tournament size is 2 in a tournament selection. Besides, the Mann-Whitney test [36] at the 0.05 significance level is applied to the estimation of the difference between MIIGA and other methods in the diverse measures.
Influence of the MI
In order to limit the search space for the subsequent SS phase, before starting the evolutionary iteration, it is necessary to impose the restriction on the candidate networks to filter some invalid BN structures. Considering that the MI implies the degree of the dependence between two random variables, we use the MI to select the networks that satisfy the constraint presented in Eq. 4 as the initial population. In this subsection, we modify MIIGA by initializing the population randomly without the help of the MI. This implementation is called ''MIIGA-InitMI.'' Table 5 provides a summary of the comparative results of these two approaches. Note that apart from the four measures mentioned above to evaluate the performance of the methods, there is a new item recorded in the table, which is denoted as ABI that represents the average BIC score of the best network obtained in the first generation. From Table 5 , we observe that the ART, AGB and AHD of MIIGA are significantly lower than those of MIIGA-InitMI ( p values are 0.0019, 9.8892e-11 and 4.5357e-10, respectively). Thus, MIIGA does outperform the modified method MIIGA-InitMI in terms of the efficiency and the effectiveness. According to the ABI statistics, it is obvious that the initial population in MIIGA has much better quality (p value is 3.0199e-11), compared against MIIGA-InitMI, and it evidently affects the accuracy performance of the final solution, as the ABB statistics suggest (p value is 1.5543e-6). Hence, we believe that the initialization by means of the MI is able to effectively enhance the search efficiency for the best structure (AGB) and meanwhile make the final solution much closer to the original network. In fact, because the MI is a brilliant way to interpret the dependence between variables, we utilize it to initially produce the population. Each individual in the initial population has to satisfy the constraint which contains a large amount of information about the original network based on the given data set. Therefore, MIIGA can avoid the necessity of selecting the individual from the entire search space of possible BN structures and simultaneously Fig. 6 The BIC score of the best-so-far structure averaged over 30 executions on three different data sets for four algorithms a CAR_DIAGNOSIS2-500 data set. b CAR_DIAGNOSIS2-1000 data set. c CAR_DIAGNOSIS2-2000 data set Fig. 7 The BIC score of the best-so-far structure averaged over 30 executions on the Alarm-5000 data set for four algorithms keep the performance of the individuals at the high level in the SS phase.
Influence of the PR operator
When the conventional crossover is applied to the population, since it always tends to recombine two individuals arbitrarily, the newly generated offspring may not inherit the superior features from the parents. Thus, we present the PR operator based on the log-likelihood function to produce better offspring without the split of the existing bestso-far substructures. In this experiment, we concentrate on the influence of the PR operator on the performance of MIIGA. Hence, we compare the proposed algorithm with another method called '' MIIGA-PR,'' and the only difference between two approaches is that we perform the conventional crossover, instead of the PR operator in MIIGA-PR. The comparison results are provided in Table 6 .
From the table, it can be observed that MIIGA needs less iteration to find better solutions according to the AGB and AHD statistics. Apart from the average values, the results of the Mann-Whitney test indicate that the difference between MIIGA and MIIGA-PR is significant (p values are 2.4238e-09 and 9.7213e-04, respectively). Since the PR operator can preserve the excellent genes when exchanging information among the population members, it is easier for MIIGA to obtain higher scoring structures, while in view of the randomness of the conventional crossover, it is very likely that MIIGA-PR has to repeatedly recover the information that has been lost because of the arbitrary recombination. Therefore, the best-so-far individual obtained by MIIGA-PR always appears later than MIIGA. Besides, the PR operator produces the offspring by selecting parent sets from the parental population, and thus, there is no need to invoke the fitness computation procedure. Consequently, MIIGA takes significantly less time to finish than MIIGA-PR in terms of the ART (p value is 1.3289e-10).
Effect of the binding parameter a MI
According to the encoding scheme described in Sect. 3.1, different values of the binding parameter a MI are placed on the last locus of every chromosome. As the evolutionary search proceeds, the value of a MI is going to be adaptively changed based on Eq. 16. It is obvious that due to the varying value of a MI , each individual in the population attempts to launch the search in the different search space. In this experiment, we assess the effect of a MI from two aspects. On one hand, compared against the method called ''MIIGA þ FixA'' which uses the fixed value of a MI to restrict the search space, we have a better understanding of the importance of dynamic update capability of a MI in the proposed algorithm. In MIIGA þ FixA, we set the value of a MI to be 0.9 as [14] and [19] did. On the other hand, we need to figure out the necessity of the construction of Eq. 16 by comparing another approach named ''MIIGA þ RdA'' in which the value of a MI is altered stochastically during the evolutionary process. We present our results in Table 7 .
From the table, we notice that the differences between MIIGA and MIIGA þ FixA in all the measures, including the ABB (p value is 1.5212e-12), the ART (p value is 4.5043e-11), the AGB (p value is 2.8954e-11), the AHD (p value is 1.6579e-11) and the ABI (p value is 2.7818e-07), are statistically significant. Despite that MIIGA þ FixA takes less time to finish the execution under the same termination condition due to the lack of the update operation for a MI , the structural difference between the final solution and the original network is much greater, compared with MIIGA. Hence, we can conclude that using varying value of a MI provides the actual improvement on the effectiveness of BN structure learning. In fact, when the value of a MI is predefined, the search space is also settled. It is very likely that some crucial edges are deleted permanently and many false connections are included in the final solution. Besides, because the search space stays the same during the evolutionary process, MIIGA þ FixA has higher chance of being trapped in a local optimum, and thus, the best-so-far solution obtained by MIIGA þ FixA appears much earlier than MIIGA in terms of the AGB value, while for MIIGA, it becomes evident that the search space can be modified dynamically by changing the value of a MI . Thus, the individuals in the new generation are able to explore more possible structures in different search spaces to get higher chance of obtaining the global optimal solution. When comparing MIIGA and MIIGA þ RdA in Table 7 , we find that the difference in the ABI statistics (p value is 0.1223) is not statistically significant, which indicates that the best individuals having similar quality are obtained in the initial population due to the same initialization routine, while the ABB value of MIIGA is evidently higher than that of MIIGA þ RdA (p value is 0.0101) and the AHD value of MIIGA is significantly smaller than that of MIIGA þ RdA (p value is 1.5396e-07), which implies that MIIGA is able to find better solution that is closer to the original network, compared with MIIGA þ RdA. Since Eq.16 guides the update operation of the binding parameter a MI , it is more efficient and more accurate to change the search space in MIIGA, rather than randomly altering the value of a MI in the evolutionary process, making MIIGA þ RdA more likely to lose the optimal solution.
Applicability analysis of MIIGA
It can be observed from Table 4 that MIIGA is unable to obtain the best result when reconstructing the Child5 network which contains 100 nodes, defeated by IK2vMB. Therefore, we further conduct comparative experiments on several artificial networks in different scales to study the applicability of MIIGA.
For this experimental comparison, we select 10 networks as the original BNs and consider structure size from 37 up to 130 in increments of around 10 nodes, including the Alarm, Child3, Child5 networks used in [22] and other randomly generated networks using toolbox of FullBNT-1.0.4 in Matlab. For each of these networks, we work with data sets sampled from them with 5000 instances. More detailed information about these networks is provided in Table 8 .
Since MIIGA possesses an apparent superiority of the number of generations that are taken to find best-so-far solution over other competitors based on the AGB statistics in Tables 3 and 4 , as performance indicator we adopt only one of the measures defined above, i.e., AHD, considering that this measure indicates the difference between the estimated structure and the original BN.
The AHD statistics for all experiments are summarized in Table 9 . All results are the average of 30 trials and the best result is in bold. It can be seen that compared against other algorithms, MIIGA can always discover the best structures with less structural difference with respect to the original BNs containing less than 100 nodes. However, for the networks in large scale, such as BN110, BN120 and BN130, in terms of the accuracy of the learned model, the performance of MMHC is better than that of MIIGA, but with relatively small differences. Furthermore, when we consider the ratio of true arcs learnt, which is called coverage, we notice that apart from K2, any other algorithm tends to be more ineffective as the number of nodes increases. Figure 8 shows the ratio of true arcs learnt employing MIIGA and other existing methods for ten data sets, and in order to clarify the relation between the results of all networks in different scales for each algorithm, results from the same method are linked up. According to the AHD statistics in Table 9 , MIIGA is better at recovering causal relations for networks between 30 and 90 nodes in virtue of the preprocessing in which it tries to identify the connections with highest possibility for each node and the dynamic constrained search space in case of being stuck in a local optimum. Nevertheless, as shown in Fig. 8 , the ratio of true arcs learnt using MIIGA decreases with the increasing number of nodes, that is, the accuracy of the estimated model becomes lower when we deal with large-scale networks. This result is justified because as the number of nodes increases, even though some invalid structures can be eliminated to constrain the search space with the help of MI, the scale of the search space is still enormous contrary to the fixed size of the population used in the evolutionary process. Besides, in view of the available memory, 5000 cases are provided to train BNs in different scales, so there is a strong possibility that the sample size is not big enough to offer sufficient information about the original networks when we tackle with large-scale BNs.
It may be possible to develop method to further increase the applicability of MIIGA, making it scale up to BNs with hundreds of nodes. In particular, authors in [37] have recently proposed a new BN structure learning algorithm called SAR (separation and reunion), which decomposes the task of constructing a large BN into learning some relatively small networks, and the final structure can be obtained by recombining these small BNs. Motivated by this kind of study, we plan to adopt the decomposition as the first step before using MIIGA to implement the task of learning large BNs, so as to improve the accuracy of structure estimation, which is discussed in an uncompleted paper.
Conclusion
In this paper, a hybrid algorithm called MIIGA for structure learning of BNs is presented based on an improved GA and information theory. We first design a new encoding scheme, where an individual consists of three parts: a node ordering, an upper triangular adjacent matrix and a binding parameter. The value of the parameter is subjected to be adaptively changed during the evolutionary process to guarantee that the search is able to traverse the varying search space, increasing the possibility of obtaining better alternatives. Besides, thanks to the permutation of variables, there is no need to prevent or repair any cycles generated in the child networks as the iteration proceeds, which can decrease the execution time. Then, the MI is used to filter the useless networks and improve the quality of the individuals, and thus, the convergence performance of the proposed algorithm is significantly better than the methods using randomly initial population. Moreover, we develop the PR operator to obtain better individuals as the offspring so that the superior genes are able to be passed on from generation to generation more efficiently without the disruption of the excellent substructures, compared with the conventional crossover. This strategy has two advantages. On one hand, more different equivalence classes are explored because the PR operator can produce the offspring that belong to the different equivalence classes from the parental population. On the other hand, owing to the reuse of the BIC scores calculated in the previous generations, fewer BIC metric evaluations are invoked. The proposed algorithm is tested on the four standard BN structures, and the experimental results demonstrate that our algorithm tends to work better in terms of the quality of the final solutions, the convergence speed and the running time, compared against other three existing populationbased methods. Our future work concentrates on applying our proposed algorithm to the real-life problems, as well as large-scale BN structure learning problems.
